
From: Moody, Dustin (Fed)
To: Kerman, Sara J. (Fed)
Cc: Chen, Lily (Fed); Liu, Yi-Kai (Fed)
Subject: RE: Migration of PQC Pages
Date: Thursday, February 16, 2017 11:34:17 AM

Sounds good.  You’ve got it all covered!
 

From: Kerman, Sara J. (Fed) 
Sent: Thursday, February 16, 2017 11:29 AM
To: Moody, Dustin (Fed) <dustin.moody@nist.gov>
Cc: Chen, Lily (Fed) <lily.chen@nist.gov>; Liu, Yi-Kai (Fed) <yi-kai.liu@nist.gov>
Subject: RE: Migration of PQC Pages
 
Answers in red. 
J
-Sara
 
Sara,
     Thanks for sending this.  It looks pretty nice!  Here’s some things we may want to consider
changing.  I know the webpage isn’t yet complete, but I thought I’d mention some things:

·         Will www.nist.gov/pqcrypto point to the new site when it switches?        
Yes, I just have to put a redirect request.  This is a beta site for now, so we still want
people landing on our old pages.

·         On the main page, I don’t think we need my presentation listed at the bottom.  It can go in
Publications maybe? 

I’ll move it the timeline as suggested below.  Publications is only for NIST series
publications (SP, NISTIR, Bulletins, etc.)

·          The main page is the Project Overview page.  The first paragraph does mention the
standardization process and the CFP announcement, but we might want to add a link to the
Standardization page that is pretty prominent.  Maybe expand the last sentence “Full details
can be found in the Call For Proposals Announcement and on the Post-Quantum
Cryptography Standardization page”.   Sounds good.

·         The Timeline could be expanded to include our NISTIR, as well as my presentation.  Sounds
good.

·         In Project Events, we should list the 2018 workshop as a Future Event  
It will be added once everything is signed, sealed and delivered.   There are some
“required” fields to create an event.  However, it’s listed on the Workshops and
Timeline

·         In Publications, we currently only have the NISTIR.  It might be good to add my PQCrypto
presentation, the FRN we did, and the CFP.  I say this because if I was a visitor trying to find
these docs, one of the first places I might look is the Publications page.   

See above answer regarding publication records.  I can add a link to the FRNs from
the Project page (in the body).  There is already a link to the Call for Proposals is
already in the overview, which will become more prominent based on your earlier
bullet.
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·         Under Related Topics, it lists post-quantum cryptography, which brings you right back to the
page you are on.  I’m not sure how helpful that is. 

It actually takes you to the post-quantum cryptography “topics” page (in the future,
additional post-quantum crypto related topics could be added)
, It’s a relational thing that works two ways.  If someone comes to CSRC and searches
“TOPICS” for post-quantum, it will direct them to this project (and in the future, any
additional post-quantum crypto related topics)

·         Under Contacts (at the bottom), it might be good to move the PQC Crypto Technical
Inquiries to the top (above Lily).  Also add Lily’s phone number?

Let me see what we can do.  That’s a set field and I think Jim set it up.
·         In the FAQ, maybe we should remove the (2016) or update it to (2017)? 

I can remove the date all together (since it’s associated with each question).  I think
the reasoning for the 2016 is that they are FAQs related to the 2016 CFP.   

If down the road there were other FAQs, not associated with the CFP, we could
make another FAQ “Topic”. Does that make sense?

                               
Thanks!
 
Dustin
 

From: Kerman, Sara J. (Fed) 
Sent: Thursday, February 16, 2017 10:04 AM
To: Moody, Dustin (Fed) <dustin.moody@nist.gov>
Cc: Chen, Lily (Fed) <lily.chen@nist.gov>
Subject: Migration of PQC Pages
 
Hey Dustin,
The migration of the PQC Project to the new website is coming along.  You can see it at: 
https://cms.csrc.nist.gov/Projects/Post-Quantum-Cryptography  
 
We are still working on publication links (i.e., to draft 8105 and comments).   Project FAQs are now a
button on the right column.  Fed Reg Notices and 8105 version announcements can be found under
the Project News link, the 2015 workshop is under Project Events.   When you click on the “Post-
Quantum Cryptography Standardization” link, it expands out to all the information that was in the
second half of the old menu.
 
I think it’s in great shape for the beta launch February 22.  Feel free to provide feedback/comments.
 
Sara
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